


What does the Lord require
of you but to do justice, and 
to love kindness, and to walk 

humbly with your God?

Micah 6.8





JUSTICE
Righteousness, equitableness, 

moral rightness.

“Environmental justice” means 
that all people, regardless of race 

or income, have the right to a 
clean and healthy environment.





Speak up for those who cannot 
speak for themselves, for the 

rights of the vulnerable. 
Speak up and judge fairly; 

defend the rights of the 
poor and needy.

Prov. 31.8-9





“Zeitgeist” is the general attitude or mood 
of an age…a group consciousness which 
pervades all cultures, and it can uplift people 
or hammer them down. While the business 
of Christian communities throughout the 
ages has been to reprogram the current 
consciousness to reflect love of God and 
neighbor, not everybody has understood this 
must include tolerance and diversity.

Thomas Shepherd – Good Questions





The biggest stumbling block 
to achieving true equality is 

unexamined behavior.

Valerie Alexander





1. Do I affirm Divine Intelligence and Love 
in this situation?

2. Do I remember my own divinity and that 
of others involved?

3. Do I take responsibility for attracting this
situation into my experience?

4. Have I aligned myself with God, the Universe,
the Good…and received guidance before I act?

Ellen Debenport – The Five Principles

Unity’s 5th Principle
We must live the Truth that we know.





We are a vibrant, 
inclusive community 
for personal growing 
and joyful knowing 

of our oneness with Spirit 
and each other.

UNiTY’s Mission Statement





Am I playing on an equal playing field?  
If not, who can I give a hand up?
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